HOLIDAYS HOME WORK (2017-18)
CLASS-III
THEME : UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
United Nations proposed 2030 Agenda for sustainable development, which includes a
set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Over the next fifteen years, with these new
goals that universally apply to all, countries will mobilize efforts to end all forms of
poverty, fight inequalities and tackle climate change by 2030.
This year again, we carry forward our endeavour to work and support UNSDGs. The
students are expected to work on a project designed on selected goals which will keep
them engaged in creative and fruitful pursuits during the summer break.
This project will not only give an insight into some of the prevailing issues which need
timely addressal, but also provide an opportunity to make sincere efforts to ensure
sustainability and prosperity for the future.
Although, the students are expected to work individually yet they would require the
expedient guidance and support of the parents to make their project a success.
We wish you happy holidays with your loved ones!
General Instructions
 Activity I is compulsory for all. The rest of the activities will be allocated to each
student in groups by the class teacher. The students are expected to do one activity
assigned to them along with Activity I which is compulsory.
 Follow the instructions given carefully with each activity.
 You may take help of the internet, newspapers, magazines, encyclopedia to
collect information and pictures.
 Label your project appropriately related to the activity in your presentation.
 Make your project presentable and attractive for display.
 Submit your project on the date given to you on the reopening of the school after
summer vacation.
 Prepare yourself for the presentation in which you are expected to speak about
your activity, new things learnt and the change it brought about in you.
 English Handwriting Series- Write one page every day and complete till page 40.
 Hindi Sulekh – Write one page every day and complete till page 49.
 Make one thin copy and practice at least five sums weekly (including word
problems) taking one topic for two weeks from the topics given below: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication
 Revise Tables 2 to 12.
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE UNSDGs
Goal 4: Quality Education – Provide education for all, starting from an early age
without any discrimination, with a view to better future.
Goal 5: Gender Equality - Recognize and value women’s work at home. Encourage
women to participate in all political, economic and public spheres.
Goal 11: Sustainable Cities & Communities: Ensure access to quality, safe housing
and basic services and monitor waste management and air quality.
Goal 12: Responsible Consumption & Production – Ensure production process does
no harm to nature and there is no food wastage.
Goal 13: Climate Action- To manage extreme weather and natural disasters, build
strong cities and houses and improve water management.
Goal 16: Peace, Justice & Strong Institutions – End all forms of violence and fight
crime and corruption.
Activity I. Fact File
Make a fact file or portfolio using A4 size coloured pastel sheets and colourful
pictures related to the following given questions(all three questions are compulsory)
1. Observation Lab!!! Theme: Goal 1 – No Poverty
a) Make an observation around you about people whom you think are poor.
b) Write any three things you observed about them in 3-4 lines each.
c) Mention three things that can be done to help them.
d)Also click some photographs of your observations and paste them in your fact file.
2. Being Aware!!! Theme: Goal 13: Climate Action
a) During your summer holidays read articles related to global warming in the
newspaper and collect 6-8 pictures showing the causes of global warming.
b) Cut the pictures neatly and paste them in a form of a collage in your fact file.
Also give a suitable title to it.
c) Write a few lines mentioning two things that you would like to change to reduce
global warming and to create a better environment around you.
3. Can you write an ACROSTIC?
How to write it?
 Acrostics can be about anything
 It can be made out of names, things, words, etc
 You can use single words or small sentences
 Write your word down vertically
 Think some describing words related to it
 Write the words that begin with the same letters
 One example of an acrostic is given below
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Now write acrostic using coloured pencils on any one of the following topics:
i) Education ii) Equality iii) Climate iv) Peace v) Environment
4. Women Empowerment!!! Theme: Goal 5 – Gender Equality
*Find out information on one famous woman personality each from sports, space
exploration, armed forces and aviation, who achieved success and earned fame by
excelling the profession in the above mentioned male dominated fields, which has
changed the status and perception of women in today’s modern era.
*Paste the pictures of the chosen women personalities and write about one major
achievement of each in brief in your fact file.
Activity II.
1. Calligramer!!!
Make a calligram (take any desired shape of your choice e.g like shape of a butterfly
as shown below) and write words, quotations, thoughts or slogans related to any one
of the following topics:
a) No Poverty
b) Zero Hunger
c) Gender Equality
d) Global Warming
e) Peace and Justice
(Use an A3 size pastel sheet to make the calligram. You may use coloured sketch pens to
make it look colourful and attractive.)
2. Pictionary
Make a pocket book in the form of a Pictionary (about 10x8cm) using coloured
pastel sheets. A pictionary contains a word, it’s meaning and a picture. Choose any
one of the following topics for your pictionary:
a) Global Warming
b) Hunger
c) Poverty
d) Peace
e) Gender Equality
First, think about 8-10 words related to the chosen topic. Then to make a Pictionary, on
left side of your small booklet, draw and colour the picture related to the word. On the
right side write the word along with it’s meaning. Similarly do the same on every page
till you are done with all the words. Make the cover page of your Pictionary attractive
by using colourful gift wrapping paper, small beads, ribbons or any other decorative
material of your choice!
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Activity III. Fun Time!!!
Board Game
Using your creativity, prepare a board game e.g Snakes &Ladders, Cross Word Puzzle,
Bingo or any other game based on any one of the following topics:
i) Save Earth
ii) Save Energy
iii) Save Water
For the board game use a cardboard base. Use miniature figures, pictures, drawings,
colourful illustrations or any other desired material to make it look attractive. Mention
the directions or steps how to play the game along with instructions related to your
game.
Activity IV: Creative instincts!!!
a) Peace Cloud:
Make a hanging ‘Peace Cloud’ using an A3 size colored pastel sheet. First cut out a big
cloud from the pastel sheet and label it beautifully writing ‘Peaceful World’. Then cut 56 big droplets or any other desired shape using colourful pastel sheets (cut each droplet
or shape separately) Then write neatly on each droplet one way of how to create a
peaceful world (You may write slogans, quotations or any other kind of message) .
Finally attach the cut outs with slogans on quotations with colourful ribbons or strings
to the big cloud cut out.

b) Diorama:
Let’s wear our creative hats and make a Diorama(miniature scene in which figure,
stuffed animals, birds, trees, humans or any other such objects are arranged against a
painted background)

Materials required:
*Shoe box or a small carton
*Cotton, small toys, figures or any other desired material of your choice
*Cut outs of coloured pastel sheets related to your scene
Suggestions:
You can make a diorama depicting a scene related to any one of the following given
topics:
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i. Climate change
ii. Save marine life
iii. Save biodiversity
iv. My dream city
Also use small tags to display the message you want to give through your diorama.
Finally cover it with cellophane sheet to maintain its tidiness.
c) Petal Book
Follow the steps given below and make a Petal Book (as shown in the picture) on any
one of the following topics:
i) Causes of air pollution and steps to control it.
(3-4 words)
ii) Causes of water pollution and steps to control it.
(3-4 words)
iii) Causes of land pollution and steps to control it.
(3-4 words)
iv) Causes of noise pollution and steps to control it .
(3-4 words)
*Step 1- Draw two honeycomb templates of the same
size as shown in the picture on two different A4 size pastel sheets of different colours.
*Step 2- Cut the honeycomb neatly.
*Step 3- Then draw some colourful pictures related to the causes of pollution on one
honeycomb template, labeling them neatly.
*Step 4- On the other honeycomb template, draw and write the steps to control the
causes of pollution(5-6 words) shown in the first honeycomb template.
*Step 5- Finally paste the center of both the honeycomb templates so that it looks like
an open petal book which can be flipped and read.
Activity V: Eco Buddy!!!
a) Hanging
Make a colourful hanging with cut out of any one land animal, bird or
organism living in water using A4 size pastel sheet. Draw and colour
the cut out you have chosen giving minute details to it. Then using
another A4 size pastel sheet, prepare a cut out of a speech bubble
(about 10x 8inches) and write a message with black sketch pen in
neat handwriting on what they feel about the human activities which
are effecting their lives and also the environment as a whole. Then
attach the speech bubble below the cut out of the organism you have
made with a colourful satin ribbon (as shown in the picture). Also
attach a small bell below the speech bubble to make it look attractive.
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b)

Book mark
‘Mother Earth gave us life, now it’s our turn to reciprocate’. To support this
statement, make a beautiful book mark (approximately of 20cmx10cm) to create
awareness on any one of the following topics:
i) Protect marine life (choose shape of any aquatic animal)
ii) Protect biodiversity (choose shape of any animal, bird, tree, etc)
iii) No plastics (choose shape of bottle, toothbrush, glass, etc)
iv) Keep your city clean (choose shape of skyscraper, vehicle, trees, dustbin,
etc)
Once your shape is ready, add to it some fine details by using colour pencils or
sketch pens and finally cut it neatly. Attach a colourful ribbon or string to it and
write a message/slogan/quotation related to your chosen theme using a black
sketch pen on your book mark.

Activity VI: My Perfect World
a) Make a wish!!!
How to make a wish leaf?
*Take an A4 size pastel sheet of green colour and cut it into a shape
of a leaf (about 10cm).
*On one side of the leaf, write your one wish about your dream city(what all you
wish to see or have in your city)you would like to live in using a black sketch pen
in a neat handwriting.
* On the other side of the leaf, draw and colour the picture related to your wish.
* Punch a hole at one end of the leaf and attach a colourful satin ribbon to hang it.
b) Toonami!!!
Make a comic strip or booklet picking up any one of the following goals:
a) Don't Waste Food
b) Be Water Wise
c) Keep your city clean
d) Use energy wisely
For your comic, use equal size frames/square boxes and draw speech bubbles or
dialogue boxes for showing the conversation between the characters in it. The
illustrations in the comic should be colourful and attractive so that they give
appealing look to the readers.
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